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Characterization of Matrix Variate Normal Distributions 
A. K. GUPTA AND T. VARGA* 
Bowling Green State University 
Communicared by C. R. Rao 
In this paper, it is shown that two random matrices have a joint matrix variate 
normal distribution if, conditioning each one on the other, the resulting distribu- 
tions satisfy certain conditions. A general result involving more than two matrices 
is also proved. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The characterization of multivariate normal distribution through condi- 
tional distributions has been studied by many authors in recent years. 
Results on bivariate normal distribution were obtained by Brucker Cl] and 
Fraser and Streit [2]. Khatri [4] gave characterizations of multivariate 
normality through regression. In the present paper, their results are 
generalized for the matrix variate normal distribution. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
In order to derive the results of this paper the following lemma will be 
useful. It shows how the joint density of two random matrices can be 
obtained from the conditional densities. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let XERpxn and YE W x m be random matrices with joint 
probability density function f(X, Y). Let gl(X) and g2( Y) denote the 
marginal densities and hl(XI Y) and h2( Y( X) be the conditional densities. 
Assume f(X, Y), gl(X), gz( Y), hl(X( Y), and h2( YIX) are defined for all 
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XE wxn, YE wxm. Suppose there exists Y0 E Rqxm such that h2( Y,I X) # 0 
for all XE Rpx”. Then 
fK Y)=k hz(Yl X) h(XI Yo) hAYoIJ3 ’ 
where k is a constant. 
Proof: Let k = g2( YO). Then 
= g2( yo) (.0X yYgl(x))wx YOM Yd) =f(x y) 
WC Yd/g,(X)) 
3 * 
, 
Now we can derive the main results. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X: p x n, Y: q x n be random matrices and suppose that 
Y ( X- N,,,(C + DX, C2 @ @), Xl Y = Y0 w N,,,(M, C, @ @), where C: q x n, 
D:qxp, z,:qxq, @:nxn, M:pxn, C,:pxp, C,>O, C,>O, @>O, and 
Y, is a fixed q x n matrix. Define B = C, D’z;‘, A = M- ,I5, D’C;‘Y,,. 
Then 
z=(g-N,,,.(( (I,-BD)-‘(A+BC) (Z,- DB)-’ (C+ DA) ’ 
(I,-BD)-‘C, 
D(Z,-BD)-‘x, (I,-DB)-‘z:, . (2.1) 
ProoJ Let f(X, Y) be the joint probability density function of X and Y, 
gr(X) the marginal density of X, g2(Y) the marginal density of Y, and 
h,(XI Y,), h2( YIX) the conditional densities. Throughout the proof k will 
denote constants that need not be equal. Using Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
etr{-f(Y-(C+DX))‘A’C,‘(Y-(C+DX))@} 
xetr{-b(X-M)‘C;‘(X-M)@-‘} 
‘(X Y)=ketr{-$(YO-(C+DX))‘~;l(YO-(C+DX))@-l] 
=ketr{ --i(X’.E;‘X-2x’,J5;‘Y+ Y’x;lY 
-2Y’.E:,‘C-2X’D’&‘Y)@} 
=ketr{-i(Z’QZ+Z’R)W-‘), 
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Since f(X, Y) is a probability density function, the symmetric matrix 52 
must be positive definite and hence is non-singular. Thus 
Now using the fact that D(Z,-BD)-’ = (I,-DB)-’ D and B(Z,-DB)-’ = 
(I,-BD)-’ B it is easy to see that 
(I,-BD)-‘B& 
> (Zy-DB)-‘E2 ’ 
Then 
Up-BD)-’ (A+BC) 
(I,-DB)-’ (C+DA) ’ 
which completes the proof. 1 
Using Theorem 2.1 we can derive the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X: p x n, Y: q x n be random matrices and suppose 
that 
XI Y- N,,,(A + BY, C, 8 @I, (2.2) 
YW-N&+DX,WW), (2.3) 
where A:pxn, B:pxq, E,:pxp, @:nxn, C:qxn, D:qxp, C,:qxq, 
2?, >O, .E,>O, @>O. Then 
C,B’= DC, (2.4) 
and 
(I,-BD)-’ (A+BC) 
> (I,- DB)-’ (C+ DA) ’ 
(I,-BD)-’ El (I,-BD)-‘BE, 8~ 
D(Z,-BD)-‘C, (I,-DB)-‘X2 > ) ’ 
(2.5 1 
ProojI Let Y, = 0. Then X( Y = Y, - N,,,(A, Zc, @ CD). Using Theorem 
2.1 we conclude that Z has distribution (2.1) if we replace B by 
B* =Z;, D’z;’ in formula (2.1). It follows from (2.1) that 
E(X( Y)=B*Y+A. 
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Comparing this with j2.2) we get B* = B, which proves (2.5). Hence (2.5) 
is established. [ 
Another type of characterization is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Xp x n and Y: q x n be random matrices. Suppose 
that YIX-N,,,(C+DX,C,@Qj) andX-N,,,(F,C,@@), where C:qxn, 
D:qxp,Z,:qxq, @:nxn, F:pxn, C,:pxp,C,>O,C,>O, @>O. Then 
Proof Let 4 be the joint characteristic function of X and Y. For 
S:pxn, Tqxn, we have 
d(S, T) = E(etr(iS’X+ iT’Y)) = E(etr(iS’X) EYl,(etr(iT’Y))) 
= E(etr(i(S’ + T’D)X)) etr(iCT’ - !C, T@T’) 
=etr(i(S’F+ T’(C+ DF)) 
-+((T’(C,+DC,D’)T+S’C,S+2S’C,D’T)@)}, 
which proves (2.6). 1 
The next theorem is an extension of a multivariate result of Khatri [4] 
to matrices. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X 1, . . . . X, be random matrices of dimension p x n. 
Assume that the random variables that are the elements of the matrix 
x= (x;, . . . . Xb)’ are not linearly dependent. Suppose that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) E(XiIX,,...,Xi-l,Xi+l,...,Xk) = A,1X,+ . ..+Ai.i-,Xi-,+ 
Ai,i+ IXi+ I+ **a +AikXk+Bi, i=l,..., k, where A,, i=f ,..., k, j=f ,..., k, 
j # i, are p x p and B,, i = 1, . . . . k, are p x n constant matrices, 
(b) x, I x2, . ..> X, depends on X,, . . . . X, only through E(X, ) X,, . . . . X,), 
(c) Var(vec(X*) ) X,, X,, . . . . X,)=C@@, where C:pxp, @:nxn, 
‘z > 0, Qi > 0, 
td) A,, and A,, are nonsingular, 
(e) 
-I, A,, Al, s.. AIi 
-Zp A23 ... A2i 
i 
= A(i) 
Ai Ai, ... -Zp 
is nonsingular for i = 1,2, . . . . k, 
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is nonsingular for i = 2, 3, . . . . k, 
(g) with the notation A, = - Ip, i = 1, . . . . k, 
A,, A,, ..a AI/~ 
= A(‘) 
is nonsingular for i = 1, 2, . . . . k, 
(h) 
is nonsingular. 
Then X has a matrix variate normal distribution. 
Proof Define 
yi = vec(X:), i = 1, . . . . k, oi = vec(B:), i = 1, . . . . k, 
&= Ij7SL 
if i=j 
-A,QI,, if if j, 
E=ZQ@, zi= i &Jj+ iTi. 
j=l 
Then it is easy to see that zi, oi, zi, la,, ,!? satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2 of Khatri [4]. From that theorem we conclude that 
% = (2; 2; . . .&)’ has a multivariate normal distribution. 
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Let S= (B;W; ..-Xk)‘. Since 8= -(A&t @Z,)(2- 0) 
8 - Nkp& c* ), (2.7) 
where p = (pL;& .. . &)‘. The only remaining thing to prove is that 
,?I* = SO CD, where S: (kp) x (kp), @: n x n, because from this the theorem 
follows immediately. 
Let us partition C* into A’* = (C,), where C,: (pn) x (pn), i, j= 1, . . . . k. 
Now by expressing E(Fi) %, , . . . . Tie 1, 8i+ 1, . . . . xk), first using condition 
(a) and then using (2.7), and comparing the coefficient matrices of 
Pl . ..8.-,8;+, . . . XL)’ in the resulting expressions we find 
I= I 
I#i 
i = 1, 2, . . . . k, j # i. 
Hence 
(-Af2OZn)C2j= i (Ai10zn)Cfj7 i= 1, 2, . . . . k,j#i. 
I=1 
I#2 
Thus, we get 
= (( -A”‘-‘p”‘)@Z,,)Z2j, j= 1, 2, . . . . k, (2.10) 
where 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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With this notation, (2.10), for j = 2, can be written as 
&= (( -A’2’-‘p’2’)Qz )Z7,. n _ 
Moreover for i = 2, 12.8) yields 
&,%‘=Q2OZnr 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
where Q2=(A21A23A24... Azk). Now using (2.11) and (2.12) we get 
Var(zz 18,) zj, . . . . &) = ((I P + Q2A(2)-‘p(290Z n )X2,. (2.13) 
Using condition (c) and (2.13), we get L’,,= ((Zp+Q2A’2’-~(2’)-‘~)@Qb. 
Therefore E22 can be written as 
c,, = s,, Q @, (2.14) 
From (2.10) and (2.14) we conclude f,2 = ( -,4(2’~~‘2)S,2) @ @. Therefore 
ci2 = si* Q @, i = 1, 2, . . . . k. (2.15) 
From (2.10) and (2.15) we obtain 
= (-A(j)-'p(j)s;2)BgJ ? j = 1, 3, . . . . k. 
Therefore 2, = S,Q @, i = 1,2, . . . . k, j = 1,2, . . . . k. Hence .P = SQ @, 
which completes the proof. 1 
If in Theorem 2.3 we consider only two matrices, the conditions of the 
theorem can be weakened as the following result shows. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X and Y be random matrices of dimension p x n. 
Assume that the random variables that are the elements of the matrix 
Z = (F) are not linearly dependent. Suppose that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(4 
E(X( Y)=A+BY, 
E(Y(X)=C+DX, 
where B, D are p x p and A, C are p x n matrices, 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
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(b) XJ Y depends on Y only through E( XJ Y), 
(c) 
Vaf(vec(Y’)\X)=C@@, (2.18) 
where C:pxp, @:nxn, z>Q, @>O, 
(d) B and D are nonsingular 
(e) ( <fJ !,J is nonsingular. 
Let us define C1 = BCD’-’ and L5, = C. Then C, > 0 and 
(I/,- BD)-’ (A i-BC) 
(Zq- DB)-’ (C+ DA) 
(Z,- BD)-‘L’, 
D(Z,-BD)-‘C1 (I,-DB)-‘& ’ 
(2.19) 
Proof. First we use Theorem 2.3 with k = 2, X, = X, X2 = Y, A,, = B, 
A 21 = D, B, = A, B2 = C. It is easy to see that conditions (a j(h) of that 
theorem are satisfied. Therefore 
where S,r, Sr2, S2,, Sz2 are p xp and M,, M2 are p x n matrices. Then 
from (2.20) we get 
and 
E(XJ Y) = M, - S&3&& + &*S$ Y 
E( YI X) = M, - SzI S,’ M1 + Szl S,‘X. 
Then using (2.16) and (2.17) we get B = Sr2S;r and D = S,,S,‘. Now 
Var(vec(X’) ( Y) = S,, 2 6 @ 
and 
Var(vec( Y’) \ X) = Sz2. 1 @ @. 
Then using (2.18) we get Szz.r=Z. But S,1.z(S,1Slz)=(S,zS~‘)S22.1, 
and therefore Sll.2= B.z.D’-‘. Hence 
Xl Y-N,,,(A+BY,C,O@) 
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and 
Ylx~N,,,(C+DX, C,O@). 
An application of Corollary 2.1 completes the proof. 1 
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